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at Room Temperature: Chlorobenzene=Si�111�-�7� 7�
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We report a systematic experimental investigation of the mechanism of desorption of chlorobenzene
molecules from the Si�111� � �7� 7� surface induced by the STM at room temperature. We measure the
desorption probability as a function of both tunneling current and a wide range of sample bias voltages
between �3 V and �4 V. The results exclude field desorption, thermally induced desorption, and
mechanical tip-surface effects. They indicate that desorption is driven by the population of negative (or
positive) ion resonances of the chemisorbed molecule by the tunneling electrons (or holes). Density
functional calculations suggest that these resonant states are associated with the � orbitals of the
benzene ring.
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duce that desorption is driven by the population of nega-
tive (or positive) ion resonance states of the chemisorbed

sorbed chlorine atoms. We find that the dominant channel
of STM manipulation, i.e., desorption versus dissociation,
The manipulation of individual atoms and molecules
with the STM is one of the great scientific achievements
of the last 20 years. Beginning with the lateral manipu-
lation of physisorbed Xe atoms on the Ni(110) surface at
cryogenic temperatures [1], Eigler and colleagues have
demonstrated how to assemble predesigned, nanometer-
scale structures which can be employed to trap electrons
in ‘‘textbook’’ quantum boxes [2], or to perform logic
operations by sequential electromechanical molecular
manipulation [3]. While the extension of such methods
to room temperature systems is far from trivial, signifi-
cant progress has been reported, especially in relation to
vertical manipulation, i.e., the STM-induced desorption
of surface or adsorbed atoms [4–7]. Underpinning all
these examples is the question of the mechanism of
atomic manipulation [8,9], not always evident from
the experiments and sometimes the subject of contro-
versy [10,11].

In this Letter we bring a combination of systematic
experimental investigations and density functional calcu-
lations to bear on the problem of the mechanism of
desorption of chemisorbed chlorobenzene (C6H5Cl) mole-
cules from the reconstructed Si�111�-�7� 7� surface at
room temperature. This model system is also relevant to
the interface between molecular electronics and conven-
tional silicon devices [12]. Measurements of the desorp-
tion probability over an unusually wide range of both
positive and negative sample bias voltages (from �3 V
to �4 V) establish asymmetric threshold voltages for
desorption. Measurements as a function of tunneling
current rule out vibrational heating, electric field, and
mechanical (i.e., tip-surface force) mechanisms. We de-
0031-9007=03=91(11)=118301(4)$20.00 
chlorobenzene molecule. Comparison with the density of
states (DOS) calculated from density functional theory
leads us to propose further that these resonance states
are associated with the � orbitals of the molecular ben-
zene ring.

The room temperature STM was housed in a UHV
chamber [13] with a base pressure of 1� 10�10 Torr.
The silicon (111) samples, cut from n-type and p-type
wafers 0.38 mm thick, had resistivities of 1–30 �cm. To
create extremely large (10 000 Å) and almost defect-free
terraces, the samples were initially degassed overnight at
700 �C and subsequently flashed for 30 s to temperatures
increasing to 1300 �C (by resistive heating). The final step
was a flash to 1300 �C for 30 s followed by quick cooling
to 960 �C and further cooling (1 �C s�1) to room tem-
perature. The STM tips, produced by electrochemical
etching (2 M NaOH) of polycrystalline tungsten wire,
before electron bombardment in the UHV chamber, were
characterized by their field emission properties. Thus
electron bombardment was stopped after oxide removal
but before the tip apex began to melt appreciably.
Chlorobenzene was subject to repeated freeze-pump-
thaw cycles before dosing into the vacuum chamber by
means of a leak valve. The typical dosage was 50 s� 2�
10�8 Torr (i.e., 1 Langmuir), corresponding to about
0.05 monolayer (ML)—1 ML corresponds to one mole-
cule per 1� 1 unreconstructed unit cell of the Si(111)
surface [14].

Previous experiments [15] have demonstrated that
chlorobenzene can be dissociated on the Si�111�-�7� 7�
surface under an STM tip by the application of ( � 4 V)
voltage pulses to the sample, thereby generating chemi-
2003 The American Physical Society 118301-1
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depends on the condition of the tip, manifest in the
imaging of chlorobenzene. A tip which induces dissocia-
tion images the molecule as a depression at sample bias
voltages of both �1 V and �2 V, whereas a tip which
induces desorption sees the molecule as a protrusion at
�2 V. It seems possible that one type of tip is itself
terminated by an adsorbed atom or molecule [16]. Thus
the STM tips were repeatedly pulsed, as required, until
the desired imaging characteristics were obtained.

Figure 1 shows a pair of STM images (100� 100 �A)
obtained with tunneling parameters which do not disturb
the system (sample bias �1 V, tunneling current 50 pA).
These images were taken (a) before and (b) after scanning
the same area under conditions which lead to some de-
sorption of the chlorobenzene molecules (in this case, the
manipulation parameters were a sample bias voltage of
�2:2 V, a tunneling current of 50 pA, and a tip speed of
280 nm s�1). It is evident that the number of chemisorbed
chlorobenzene molecules, which appear like missing ada-
toms, is reduced in Fig. 1(b) compared with Fig. 1(a), as
illustrated by the sites circled in the figures. The acquis-
ition of numerous similar image pairs (typically over an
area of 500� 500 �A) for a wide range of manipu-
lation parameters allows us to count the number of
desorbed molecules and thus to plot the desorption proba-
bility [17] as a function of both current and voltage. Care
FIG. 1 (color). STM images (100� 100 �A) of C6H5Cl mole-
cules on Si�111�-�7� 7� before (a) and after (b) a desorption
scan. Image (desorption) scan parameters; sample bias �1 V
( � 2:2 V), tunneling current 50 pA (50 pA). The white circles
mark the locations of chlorobenzene molecules which desorb in
this case.
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is taken to exclude the small number of molecules which
are readsorbed on the surface following desorption as well
as any surface contamination.

Measurement of the STM-induced desorption rate as a
function of tunneling current yields a result that is both
simple and telling, as shown in Fig. 2(a) (sample bias
voltages �3 V and �2 V). In particular, the dependence
on current is linear for both voltage polarities and yields a
slope in the log-log plot of 0:88� 0:09 ( � 3 V) and
0:89� 0:04 ( � 2 V). The value of the slope immediately
rules out a nonlinear ‘‘vibrational heating’’ mechanism,
indicating instead that the desorption process involves
only one electron (or hole) per desorption event [18,19].
Moreover, the wide range of tunneling currents probed in
each case (from 5 to 100 pA at �3 V and 10 pA to 1 nA
0
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FIG. 2. (a) Rate of desorption of C6H5Cl molecules from the
Si�111�-�7� 7� surface as a function of the tunneling current in
the STM (log-log plot with straight line fit); sample bias
voltage �3 V (filled circles) and �2 V (filled squares). For
ease of viewing the �2 V data have been shifted up by an order
of magnitude. (b) The same basic data plotted in terms of the
change in tip-surface distance (positive value, tip moves to-
wards the surface) which occurs when the current is altered.
The reference set points are �3 V, 5 pA (filled circles) and
�2 V, 10 pA (filled squares). Again, for viewing clarity the
�2 V data have been shifted up by a factor of 2.
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at �2 V) corresponds to a substantial change in tip
height ( � 1:74� 0:05 �A and 2:68� 0:07 �A, respec-
tively). Plotting the same data for the desorption yield
in terms of the change in tip height, Fig. 2(b), clearly
shows that the desorption yield is independent of the tip
height in the range considered for both voltage polarities
[20]. As a consequence we can exclude the possibility that
a mechanical interaction between the tip and adsorbate
plays an active role in the desorption mechanism. The
same argument from Fig. 2(b) also rules out an electric
field mechanism (since the voltage is constant while the
tip-surface height is varying substantially). So what is the
mechanism of the STM-induced desorption?

Figure 3 presents the most significant results obtained
in this work. It shows the chlorobenzene desorption yield
from Si�111�-�7� 7� as a function of sample bias over a
wide range of both positive and negative voltage values,
averaged over 16 different STM experiments (i.e., tips).
Such a comprehensive, wide ranging data set has not
previously been reported, to the best of our knowledge,
in STM manipulation experiments. Detailed experiments
have largely been restricted to voltages of one polarity
[5,6,17,21]. The data plotted in Fig. 3 show two clear
thresholds for the onset of chlorobenzene desorption at
�2:5 V and �1:5 V. No significant change was observed
when p-type silicon replaced n-type, consistent with pin-
ning of the Fermi level near midgap by the surface states.
We also explored the desorption yield as a function of the
molecular adsorption site within the surface unit cell. No
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FIG. 3. Experimental desorption yield per electron of C6H5Cl
molecules from the Si�111�-�7� 7� surface as a function of the
sample bias voltage in the STM (black squares), compared with
(solid lines) calculated partial density of p states at (a) the
carbon atom in the ring and (b) the chlorine atom (for details
see text).
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significant differences were observed between corner or
center sites or between the faulted and unfaulted halves of
the unit cell. Thus the desorption mechanism is indepen-
dent of the surface site.

The asymmetry of the desorption probability with
respect to bias voltage is relevant to the interpretation of
the desorption mechanism. For example, a current-driven
thermal process should depend only on the power input,
i.e., the modulus of the applied voltage [22]. Thus, from
the experimental data presented so far, we can rule out a
whole raft of possible mechanisms: field desorption, me-
chanical (tip-sample) interaction, vibrational heating,
and thermal dissipation. What is left as the likely candi-
date for the desorption mechanism is an ‘‘electronic
mechanism,’’ i.e., the formation of an excited electronic
state of the molecule-surface system which couples
strongly to the nuclear motion (desorption) of the mole-
cule, specifically, excitation of the molecule-substrate
bond.

Previous work has suggested that the � states of small
organic molecules [23] play a key role in regulating the
STM-induced desorption process [24]. In the context of a
proposed electronic mechanism, the fact that STM-
induced desorption of C6H5Cl from the Si�111�-�7� 7�
takes place at both positive and negative bias voltages
implies that both electron and hole attachment to the
molecule occur, i.e., both the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) must be accessible to the tunneling elec-
trons. It has been suggested from experiments [25] that
the chlorobenzene is di-� bonded through two of the
carbon atoms of the ring, like benzene=Si(001) [26],
where the HOMO and LUMO (both � in character) lie
within a few eVof the Fermi level. It seems likely that this
is true of C6H5Cl=Si�111�-�7� 7� as well.

In order to cast more light on which electronic states
drive the STM-induced desorption of chlorobenzene from
the Si�111�-�7� 7� surface, we have carried out elec-
tronic structure calculations of a mimic system via den-
sity functional theory (DFT). For practical computation
we have used a 2� 2 mimic surface, which displays the
key electronic and structural features of the 7� 7 surface
[27]. The supercell consisted of a slab of silicon, five
double atom layers thick. The dangling bonds were passi-
vated with hydrogen atoms unless bonded to a chloroben-
zene molecule. The supercell incorporated four 2� 2 unit
cells, each with added silicon atoms to represent the
adatoms of the 7� 7 surface, leading to a total of 176
atoms per supercell [27]. The VASP code [28,29] employed
ultrasoft pseudopotentials [30] and the generalized gra-
dient approximation to the exchange correlation [31].

The geometry of chemisorbed chlorobenzene was opti-
mized in the calculations, which confirmed the di-�
bonding configuration, while the calculated binding en-
ergy of 1.2 eV (faulted half of the unit cell) compares well
with thermal desorption experiments (1.0 eV) [25]. In
the lowest energy configuration, the Cl atom does not
118301-3
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participate in bonding to the surface, consistent with
vibrational spectra [25].

Although DFT is best suited for ground state calcula-
tions, the Kohn-Sham (KS) states provide a useful start-
ing point for describing electron and hole attachment. A
more quantitative description of these excited states re-
quires a theory such as the GW approximation [32],
whose application to this large system is currently out
of reach. Comparison between the calculated partial den-
sities of KS states, centered at the atomic sites of the ad-
sorbed molecule, and the measured desorption yield as a
function of voltage may then shed some light on which
states drive the desorption process. Thus, in addition to
the experimental desorption probability, Fig. 3 also plots
examples of the partial density of p states at two different
sites: (a) the carbon atoms of the phenyl ring that are not
involved in either the bonding to the Cl or the surface and
(b) the Cl atom. The DOS in (a) then reflects the DOS of
the � orbitals of the carbon ring, while the DOS in (b)
reflects the DOS of the C-Cl � orbitals. The measured,
asymmetric thresholds for desorption correlate nicely
with the density of states for the ring orbital, and not at
all well with the Cl orbital. Thus, despite the large cross
sections for low energy electron scattering by halogen
atoms [33], electron attachment to the Cl atom does
not seem to be the mechanism of desorption (presumably
because the 2p orbitals of the Cl atom are partially
filled). In contrast, the calculations are consistent with
electron attachment to the � states of the benzene ring
(for positive sample bias, or hole attachment for negative
sample bias).

In summary, we have reported comprehensive experi-
mental measurements of the desorption yield of chloro-
benzene molecules from the Si�111�-�7� 7� surface as a
function of the tunneling current and the sample bias
voltage (both polarities), as well as complementary den-
sity functional calculations, which enable us to identify
the mechanism of STM manipulation at room tempera-
ture in this model system. In the future, it would be
interesting to explore whether the mechanism of single
molecule dissociation (C-Cl bond fission) is the same as
the desorption mechanism, or not, and to establish the
means by which the state of the STM tip selects between
the competing dynamical channels (desorption, dissocia-
tion) in the system.
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